Clinical Software
Productivity without boundaries

AdvancedMD electronic health record software allows you to create a
paperless medical office that is seamlessly tied to your billing service’s financial
platform for a virtually stress-free charting process with automated charge capture.

PARTNER SUCCESS PROGRAM

EHR for the physician. Seamless flow between patient encounters &
your billing service. Simply no easier way to capture charges.
Integrated for Improved ROI

Life in the Cloud, all about Freedom

The ROI on electronic health record (EHR) utilization is

You gain freedom to access software and patient data and

maximized when it’s integrated with the practice management

freedom from IT hassles. More than the efficiencies of a

and billing systems. AdvancedMD cloud EHR and practice

paperless office, you gain a complete set of EHR and practice

management software has been developed from the ground

management features that can all be securely accessed

up as an integrated solution to ensure that clinical and

anywhere you need to be—even from home. Our cloud offers

business functions work in unison. This enables the most

higher speeds than traditional software running over wide

seamless user experience and most efficient coordination of

area networks due to lesser bandwidth requirements. You are

data exchange between scheduling, charting and financial

able to reduce hardware requirements and costs. There are no

reporting applications.

licensing, usage or server fees.

Freedom & Access

Speed & Performance

In an environment where anywhere access is paramount,

The AdvancedMD cloud offers faster speeds than traditional

the AdvancedMD cloud means new levels of freedom. You

software running over wide area networks due to lesser

gain access to software applications and patient data from

bandwidth requirements. You are able to reduce hardware

anywhere. You can reduce IT hassles and costly downtime that

requirements and costs. There are no licensing, usage or

can result from manual software upgrades.

server fees.

HIPAA Security

Integrated Communications

Safeguarding medical patient and financial records is a major

Another way AdvancedEHR helps you reduce administrative

benefit of the AdvancedMD cloud platform. Medical records

costs is through integrated communication and information

security significantly improves and helps you achieve greater

exchanges between multiple systems such as labs, imaging

HIPAA compliance. Records are protected by secure data

centers, hospitals and Health Information Exchanges (HIEs).

centers in the same manner that banking institutions

You can benefit from immediate savings in labor as well as

manage financial data. You receive hourly data backups,

reduced hassle from managing disparate systems.

performed automatically.

Capture Stimulus Dollars
AdvancedzZZZEHR is ONC-ACTB Certified and is an ideal way to create a paperless office. The EHR offers the
flexibility of anywhere-access and is available with a variety of clinical features, including an online Patient Portal.
You gain tangible financial rewards with the ability to chart patients faster, qualify for maximum stimulus dollars, and
receive more timely reimbursements.
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